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wronged or deprived. (112) 

And thus have We bestowed from on high the 
Qur’ān in the Arabic tongue, and have given in 
it many facets to all manner of warnings, so that 
they may be God-fearing or that it may be for 
them a source of remembrance. (113) 

Sublimely exalted is God, the Ultimate 
Sovereign, the Ultimate Truth. Be not in haste 
with the Qur’ān before it has been revealed to you 
in full, but always say: ‘My Lord, increase my 
knowledge.’ (114) 

Long ago, We made a covenant with Adam; but 
he forgot it, and We found him lacking in 
firmness of purpose. (115) 

And when We said to the angels, ‘Prostrate 
yourselves before Adam,’ they all prostrated them-
selves; except Iblīs, who refused. (116) 

‘Adam,’ We said, ‘this is indeed a foe to you and 
your wife; so let him not drive the two of you out of 
the Garden, for then you will be plunged into 
affliction. (117) 

It is guaranteed that you shall not hunger here or 
feel naked, (118) 

and you shall not thirst here or suffer from the 
blazing sun.’(119) 

But Satan whispered to him, saying: ‘Adam, 
shall I lead you to the tree of life eternal, and to a 
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kingdom that will never decay?’ (120) 

They both ate of its fruit; and thereupon their 
shameful parts became visible to them, and they 
began to cover themselves with pieced-together 
leaves from the Garden. Thus did Adam disobey 
his Lord, and thus did he stray into error. (121) 

Then his Lord elected him [for His grace], 
accepted his repentance, and bestowed His 
guidance upon him. (122) 

‘Get down, both of you, and be out of it;’ He 
said, ‘each of you shall be an enemy to the other. 
When guidance shall come to you from Me, he 
who follows My guidance will not go astray, nor 
will he suffer misery; (123) 

but he who turns away from My message shall 
have a straitened life and We shall raise him up 
blind on the Day of Resurrection.’ (124) 

‘Lord,’ he will say, ‘why have You raised me up 
blind, while I was endowed with sight?’ (125) 

He will reply: ‘Thus it is: Our revelations were 
brought to you, but you were oblivious to them. So 
today shall you be consigned to oblivion.’ (126) 

For thus shall We reward him who transgresses 
and does not believe in his Lord’s revelations. 
Indeed the suffering in the life to come shall be 
most severe and most enduring. (127) 

Can they not see how many generations We have 
destroyed before their time? They walk about in 
the very places where they dwelt. In this there are 
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signs for people of wisdom. (128) 

Now, were it not for a decree from your Lord 
already gone forth, setting a term, their destruction 
would have been inescapable. (129) 

Hence, bear with patience whatever they may say, 
and extol your Lord’s limitless glory and praise 
Him before the rising of the sun and before its 
setting; and extol His glory, too, during the hours 
of the night as well as during the hours of the day, 
so that you may attain a state of contentment. 
(130) 

Do not turn your eyes covetously towards whatever 
splendour of this world’s life We have allowed 
many of them to enjoy in order that We may test 
them thereby. Whatever provisions your Lord 
may give are indeed better and longer lasting. 
(131) 

Enjoin prayer on your people, and be diligent in 
its observance. We do not ask you for any 
provisions. It is We who provide for you. The 
future belongs to the God-fearing. (132) 

They say: ‘Why does he not bring us a sign from 
his Lord?’ Has there not come to them a clear 
evidence of the truth in the earlier scriptures? 
(133) 

Had We destroyed them with a calamity before 
his coming, they would have said, ‘Our Lord, if 
only You had sent us a Messenger, we would 
have followed Your revelations rather than be 
humiliated and disgraced.’ (134) 
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Overview 

The sūrah started with a discussion on the Qur’ān, making it clear that the purpose 
of its revelation to the Prophet Muĥammad (peace be upon him) was not that he 
might be afflicted by it. Part of the Qur’ān covers the story of Moses and how it 
reflects the care God took of Moses, his brother Aaron and their people. Now that the 
story has been told, the sūrah resumes speaking about the Qur’ān, the role it is 
intended to play and the fate which is bound to be suffered by those who turn their 
backs to it. This fate is shown in a scene of the Day of Judgement in which the days of 
this present life are seen to be infinitesimal, the earth loses its mountains and is seen 
flat and bare; sounds are hushed before God the Most Merciful; and faces are 
humbled before God, the Ever-Living. This scene, and the warnings made in the 
Qur’ān, are intended to arouse feelings of God- consciousness, reminding people of 
their relationship with God. This passage concludes by giving the Prophet renewed 
comfort with respect to the Qur’ān which was being revealed to him. He must not 
hasten to repeat its words during the process of receiving it as he used to do fearing 
that he might forget some parts of it. He need not entertain any such fear, because 
God has taken it upon Himself to preserve the Qur’ān and make it easy for recitation 
and study. In this context, the Prophet is instructed to pray to God to give him more 
knowledge. 

Since the Prophet was keen to repeat the Qur’ānic revelations as they were given 
to him, for fear of forgetting them, the sūrah mentions how Adam forgot God’s 
covenant. This is followed by the declaration of hostility between him and Satan, 
stating the different ends of the people who remember their covenant with God and 
those who forget it. These two different ends are shown in one of the scenes of the 
Day of Resurrection the Qur’ān portrays, as though the Day gives the end of the 
journey which started in heaven and aims to return there. 

The sūrah concludes with fine touches aiming to comfort the Prophet so that he is 
not afflicted by those who deny the truth of his message or those who turn away 
from it. They have their appointed term. He should not attach any importance to the 
worldly riches they may have been given, because this is all a test which they have to 
pass. 

Say: ‘Everyone is hopefully waiting; so wait, if 
you will. You will certainly come to know who 
has followed the even path, and who has been 
rightly guided.’ (135) 

3“y‰ tF÷δ$# ∩⊇⊂∈∪ 
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Instead, he should be more preoccupied with his worship and with glorifying and 
praising God so that he can find reassurance and contentment. Generations were 
destroyed before these and they provided the example and the warning, but God 
now willed to send them His last Messenger so that they had no excuse for rejecting 
the truth. Since they turned away from him, he should leave them alone to face their 
inevitable end: “Say: Everyone is hopefully waiting; so wait, if you will. You will certainly 
come to know who has followed the even path, and who has been rightly guided.” (Verse 135) 

Reasons for Qur’ānic History 

Thus do We relate to you some of the history of past events; and thus have We given 
you, out of Our grace, a reminder. All who shall turn away from it will certainly bear 
a heavy burden on the Day of Resurrection. For ever shall they bear it; and grievous 
for them will be its weight on the Day of Resurrection, the day when the Trumpet is 
blown. For on that day We shall assemble all the guilty ones, their eyes dimmed [by 
terror], whispering to one another, ‘You have spent but ten days on earth.’ We know 
best what they will be saying when the most perceptive of them shall say: ‘You have 
spent there but one day!’ (Verses 99-104) 

Just as Moses’ history is related in the Qur’ān, so do We also relate other past 
events. The Qur’ān is described here as ‘a reminder’, because it reminds us of God, 
His signs and messages, as well as other signs given to people of old. 

Those who turn away from this reminder are described here as guilty, and they 
are shown in a scene from the Day of Judgement. We see them carrying their 
burdens like a traveller carries his luggage, but theirs are foul, troublesome burdens. 
When the trumpet is blown to gather all creatures, the guilty come forward with blue 
faces showing their grief and worry. Terrified, they speak to one another in whispers: 
they cannot raise their voices. All this describes the fear that overwhelms them at 
that moment when all the dead are raised. But what is the subject of their whispers? 
They simply try to guess the duration of their life on earth, for that life has become so 
short in their view that they imagine it to have lasted only a few days. Some of them 
say: “You have spent but ten days on earth.” (Verse 103) However, those with a better 
judgement and a more accurate view feel life on earth to have been much shorter 
than that. They tell the others: “You have spent there but one day.” (Verse 104) 

Thus their life on earth, with all its pleasures, comforts, grief and worries, shrinks 
into insignificance. It lasted only a brief period of time, and was of little value to 
anyone. For what is the value of ten days, even when they bring all sorts of 
happiness and enjoyment? And what price may be attached to one night, even 
though its every minute was one of pleasure and happiness? How could these 
compare with the endless time which awaits them after the Day of Resurrection? 
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All Submit to God 

This awesome scene is further enhanced by returning to a question they had asked 
during their life on earth about the mountains and what would happen to them. The 
answer vividly describes the state of fear in which they find themselves: 

They ask you about the mountains. Say: ‘My Lord will scatter them far and wide, and 
leave the earth level and bare, with no curves or ruggedness to be seen. On that day, 
all will follow the summoning voice from which there will be no escape. All sounds 
will be hushed before the Most Merciful, and you will hear nothing but a faint sough 
in the air. On that day, intercession will be of no avail to any except a person in whose 
case the Most Merciful will have granted permission, and whose word He will have 
accepted. He knows all that lies open before them and all that is hidden from them, 
whereas they cannot have thorough knowledge of Him. All faces shall be humbled 
before the Ever-Living, the Self-Subsisting Lord; and undone shall be he who is 
burdened with evildoing; but anyone who will have done righteous deeds, being a 
believer, need have no fear of being wronged or deprived.’ (Verses 105-112) 

These images come clearly to our eyes, and we see the great mountains, which we 
have known to be firmly rooted and stable, being blown and scattered. They are 
raised no more; indeed they are flat, level with no curves or any rugged surface. The 
whole earth is flat, level, having neither hills nor valleys. 

But after the blowing away of the mountains, the storm dies down and the 
gathered multitudes listen attentively. Every movement and every little sound is 
hushed. They all listen to the voice that calls them to group together, and they follow 
its commands submissively, acting promptly, turning neither here nor there. This is a 
totally different reaction from the one they showed in this life when they were called 
on to follow divine guidance, but they turned away and refused. We note the perfect 
harmony of expression when the response to the summoning voice is total, with no 
escape, while the old mountains are now part of the flat, level earth that has no curve 
or elevation. 

This is followed by a state of perfect silence, with no sound to be heard: “All 
sounds will be hushed before the Most Merciful, and you will hear nothing but a faint sough 
in the air... All faces shall be humbled before the Ever-Living, the Self-Subsisting Lord.” 
(Verses 108 and 111) 

The whole scene is majestic, whereas the whole place, vast and infinite, is still, 
silent, and quiet. Whenever anyone speaks, they only whisper. Questions are raised 
very quietly, for all feel their humility. God’s majesty imparts an air of great 
reverence. No one can intercede except a person whose words are acceptable to God. 
All knowledge belongs to God, while creatures cannot have full knowledge of Him. 
The wrongdoers will be burdened with the wrongs they have perpetrated, which 
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will lead them to ruin, while the believers are reassured, fearing no injustice or lack 
of appreciation of their good works. The whole scene is one of great majesty, 
witnessed by God, the Most-Merciful. 

And thus have We bestowed from on high the Qur’ān in the Arabic tongue, and have 
given in it many facets to all manner of warnings, so that they may be God-fearing or 
that it may be for them a source of remembrance.” (Verse 113) 

It is in the same pattern that the Qur’ān gives a whole variety of warnings, 
painting scenes of awesome and reverential fear to remind those who reject its 
message of what they will face in the life to come. Perhaps they will take heed, or 
realize that they need to act before it is too late. Hence, at the beginning of the sūrah 
God says to His Messenger: “We did not bestow this Qur’ān on you from on high to cause 
you distress, but only as an admonition to the God-fearing.” (Verses 2-3) 

At the beginning of his message, the Prophet used to repeat the words of God’s 
revelations before the angel had finished them. He did so because he was very keen 
that he should not forget a word. This was not easy for him. Hence, his Lord 
reassures him that he will not forget what is entrusted to him. 

“Sublimely exalted is God, the Ultimate Sovereign, the Ultimate Truth. Be not in haste 
with the Qur’ān before it has been revealed to you in full, but always say: My Lord, increase 
my knowledge.’” (Verse 114) Most sublime is God, the true King of the whole universe. 
Before Him all heads are hung down, and all perpetrators of injustice are powerless, 
while believers who have done well are reassured. It is He who has bestowed this 
Qur’ān from on high. Therefore, you, Muĥammad, need not hasten to repeat its 
words. He has sent it down for a definite purpose, and He will not allow it to be lost. 
All you need to do is to pray to Him for increased knowledge, reassured that what 
He has given you will not be taken away. True knowledge is that imparted by God. It 
is a knowledge that lingers, brings benefit, yields good fruits and is never wasted. 

Man’s Lack of Purpose 

The sūrah gives a brief account of Adam’s story, when he forgot the commitment 
he made to God. When he was tempted by the prospect of immortality, he yielded, 
listening to Satan and his promptings. This was a test which God wanted him to go 
through before he was placed in charge of the earth. It also provided an example of 
what Satan can do, so that Adam’s offspring would learn the lesson. When the test 
was completed, God bestowed His mercy on Adam, assigning his role to him, and 
providing him with guidance. 

Every story related in the Qur’ān is made to fit with the context in which it is 
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given. In this sūrah, Adam’s story follows soon after the reference to the Prophet’s 
hasty repetition of Qur’ānic revelations, for fear of forgetting them. Hence, Adam’s 
forgetting of his commitment is referred to at the outset. Moreover, the story is given 
in a sūrah which reveals many aspects of God’s grace bestowed on those chosen 
servants whom He places under His care. Therefore, in this story the point is made 
that God chose Adam, accepted his repentance and provided him with guidance. 
This is followed by a scene of the Day of Resurrection portraying the two different 
ends of God’s obedient servants on the one hand and, on the other, those who persist 
in disobedience. This is shown like a journey back from earth to the first abode where 
everyone is given their rightful reward. Let us now look at the story as it is related in 
this sūrah. 

“Long ago, We made a covenant with Adam; but he forgot it, and We found him lacking in 
firmness of purpose.” (Verse 115) God’s covenant with Adam was that he could eat of 
all the fruits in the Garden except for one tree that represented the prohibition 
necessary to strengthen willpower, assert one’s personality and liberate oneself of the 
oppressive pressure of desire. All this is necessary to give the human soul the 
freedom to do without its supposed needs, so that it is not enslaved by desire. This is 
indeed the true measure of human excellence. Whenever man’s will weakens under 
the pressure of desire, he sinks closer to the level of animals. 

Hence, God so tested man initially in order to prepare him for his role of building 
human life on earth. Thus the test is seen to be part of God’s grace which He bestows 
on man in abundance: his power to resist temptation is alerted and enhanced. His 
eyes are opened to the struggle awaiting him between the pleasures raised before 
him by Satan and his will to honour his commitment to God. The results of this first 
test are made public: “He forgot it [i.e. his commitment], and We found him lacking in 
firmness of purpose.” (Verse 115) The result is declared before the details of the test 
have been given. 

“And when We said to the angels, ‘Prostrate yourselves before Adam,’ they all prostrated 
themselves; except Iblīs, who refused.” (Verse 116) This first episode of the story is given 
in very general terms, without the details given in other sūrahs. The general context 
here is one of mercy, care and blessings. Hence, these aspects are brought forth very 
quickly: “Adam,’ We said, ‘this is indeed a foe to you and your wife; so let him not drive the 
two of you out of the Garden, for then you will be plunged into affliction. It is guaranteed that 
you shall not hunger here or feel naked, and you shall not thirst here or suffer from the 
blazing sun.’” (Verses 117-119) 

We see how God takes care to alert Adam to the wicked designs employed by his 
enemy, warning him against Satan’s treachery, after he disobeyed God’s command to 
prostrate himself before Adam. The warning is very precise, showing the inevitable 
result of listening to Satan and his promptings: “Let him not drive the two of you out of 
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the Garden, for then you will be plunged into affliction.” (Verse 117) Once Adam is 
thrown out of heaven, all he will have is affliction: hard labour, going astray, worry, 
indecision, endless waiting, agony, deprivation, etc. As long as he is in Paradise, he is 
immune to all affliction: “It is guaranteed that you shall not hunger here or feel naked, and 
you shall not thirst here or suffer from the blazing sun.” (Verses 118-119) All that man 
needs is available in plenty in Paradise, which means that man should ensure he 
stays there. We note here how hunger and nakedness are shown to be parallel to 
thirst and intense heat. These four represent man’s initial concerns as he tries to find 
food, clothing, drink and shade. 

Adam however was without experience. Moreover, he was burdened by 
weakness, such as his desire for survival and his other desire to feel himself 
powerful. It was through these weaknesses that Satan was able to tempt him: “But 
Satan whispered to him, saying: Adam, shall I lead you to the tree of life eternal, and to a 
kingdom that will never decay?” (Verse 120) 

We see here how Satan touches Adam’s raw nerve. Man’s life and power are 
limited. Hence, he longs for survival and lasting power. These two desires provided 
Satan with suitable openings. As we have said, Adam had all human weaknesses 
planted in him for a definite purpose. Hence, he forgot his commitment and 
transgressed the permitted limits: “They both ate of its fruit; and thereupon their shameful 
parts became visible to them, and they began to cover themselves with pieced-together leaves 
from the Garden. Thus did Adam disobey his Lord, and thus did he stray into error.” (Verse 
121) 

It appears that what Adam and his wife saw were their genitals, which had thus 
far been covered. This is the more likely explanation, since they started to cover 
themselves again, piecing together leaves from the trees in heaven. On the other 
hand, the expression may mean that their action aroused their sexual desire. Prior to 
sexual feelings, man does not feel any shame in leaving his private parts exposed. 
Indeed, he may not be aware of them unless he feels such urges. It is then that he 
experiences shame and feels too shy to expose himself. 

It may be that the tree was forbidden to Adam and his wife because its fruits could 
awaken their sexual desire. Perhaps it was intended to leave this desire dormant for a 
time. It could be, on the other hand, that their forgetting of their commitment to God 
and their disobedience of His orders resulted in a weakening of their willpower and 
a break of their bond with the Lord Creator, giving way to the emergence of sexual 
and reproductive desires. It is only in this way that man can extend his life beyond 
his own term. All these are possible explanations for the association between their 
eating of the forbidden tree and their becoming aware of their nakedness. The Qur’ān 
does not say, “their shameful parts became visible”; rather, these parts became 
visible “to them”. This suggests that these parts were screened from them and then 
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became exposed through their own inner feelings. In another sūrah the Qur’ān says: 
“Satan whispered to them both, so that he might show them their nakedness, of which they 
had previously been unaware.” (7: 20) “[Satan] stripped them of their garment in order to 
make them aware of their nakedness.” (7: 27) Perhaps the clothing that Satan removed 
was not physical, but rather, a protective feeling of innocence, purity and closeness to 
God. These are mere hypotheses which we neither emphasize nor give weight to. We 
state them only to make the first human experience with temptation clearer. 

But God extended His grace to Adam and his wife after he had disobeyed Him. 
This was only the first experience: “Then his Lord elected him [for His grace], accepted his 
repentance, and bestowed His guidance upon him.” (Verse 122) Realizing the enormity of 
his error, Adam repented and sought God’s forgiveness, but this is not mentioned 
here in order to leave God’s grace to be seen most clearly. 

Drawing the Lines of Battle 

The order was then given to the two combatants to descend to earth, which would 
be the battleground in this long-lasting war: “Get down, both of you, and be out of it; 
each of you shall be an enemy to the other.” (Verse 123) Thus, the enmity was declared 
the whole world over. This means that there is no excuse for Adam and his progeny. 
None can claim to have been taken unawares. Everyone knows the score and the 
unabating hostility. The whole universe is aware of it: “Each of you shall be an enemy to 
the other.” (Verse 123) 

Along with this declaration which resounded throughout the heavens and the 
earth, and which was witnessed by all the angels, God has willed, out of His grace, to 
send His messengers bringing guidance to mankind, before He punishes them for 
their sins. Thus, at the same time He alerts His servants to this enmity between 
Adam and Satan, He announces to them that He will provide them with guidance. 
He will then give them their reward according to whether they follow His guidance 
or reject it: 

When guidance shall come to you from Me, he who follows My guidance will not go 
astray, nor will he suffer misery; but he who turns away from My message shall have 
a straitened lift and We shall raise him up blind on the Day of Resurrection. ‘Lord,’ he 
will say, ‘why have You raised me up blind, while I was endowed with sight?’ He will 
reply: ‘Thus it is: Our revelations were brought to you, but you were oblivious to 
them. So today shall you be consigned to oblivion. ‘For thus shall We reward him who 
transgresses and does not believe in his Lord’s revelations. Indeed the suffering in the 
life to come shall be most severe and most enduring. (Verses 123-127) 

This promise of the guidance mankind will receive from God is made immediately 
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